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The geometric duals of the generalized Petersen graphs G(n, k) are the Greechie 
representations of the Generalizations of Gsz. The duals are denotes by G*(n, k) and the 
generalizations by L(G*(n, k)). For these generalizations which are orthomodular posets and 
lattices, the automorphism groups are completely determined. State properties are also 
investigated with the f&o*&ne results obtkiing. 
(1) L(G*(n, 1)) admits a h set of dispersion free states if n is even. 
(2) L(G*(n, 1)) does not admit a full set of states if n is odd. 
(3) L(G*(n, 2)) admits a full set of dispersion free states for all values of n other than 5 or 8. 
(4) L(G*(8,2)) admits a full set of states but does not admit a full set of dispersion free 
states. 
(5) L(G*(S, 2j) does not admit a full set of states. 
(6) L(G*(n, 3)) admits a fuli set of dispersion free states for all n. 
The geometric duals of the generalized Petersen graphs G(rz, k) are the 
Creechie representations of the generalizations of Gs2* These generalizations are 
denoted by L(G*(n, k)). In Section 1 necessary and sufT&nt conditions are 
given for determining which of these generalizations are orthomodular posets and 
which are orthomodular lattices. The a~tomorphism groups are then completely 
determined using results from graph theory and a previous paper. 
In Section 2 the relations between full-s&ate properties of L(G*(n, k)) and 
certain edge numbering properties of G(n, k) are given. These are used to answer 
completely the cluestion of existence of full sets of states and full sets of 
dispersion free states for all L(G*@, k)) which are orthomodular posets or 
lattices when k = 1, 2, and 3. 
1. The gene tious of Gm aad l&&r uuto s 
Throughout this paper, results and terminology from the theory of graphs, 
orthomodular pooets (CMPS), and orthomodular lattices (0 ), will be used. 
Readers unfamiliar with these concepts are referred to [S] and 161. 
* Tk research was partially supported by a Central Missouri State University Summer Faculty 
Research Grant. 
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An incidence structure is a triple S = (F, Is, I) where P, B, and I are sets with 
p n @ = 8 and Z 5 p x B. The elements of P are called points and those of B 
called blocks. If (p, 6) E I, we say p and b are incident. We usually write plb or 
blp. 
The dual structure S* = (P*, B*, I*) rsf S is defined by P” = B, B* = P, and 
(6, p) E I* if and only if (p, 6) E 1. 
we note that a graph G is an incidence structure with P as the set of points and 
B as the set of lines and with incidence de&d in the usual way. We refer to G* 
as the geometric duai of G and use L(G*) to denote the orthostructure whose 
Greechie diagram isG* (see also [3] and [7] for further details). 
Throughout this paper. we consider only those orthostructures which are 
formed by pastings of distributive lattices of the form 2”. These distributive 
lattices then become maximal Boolean sublattices and are referred to as blocks. 
The Greenchie diagrams of the orthostructures so formed are essentially a top 
view of those orthostructures with only the atoms showing as points and the 
blocks appearing as straight lines or smooth arcs passing through the atoms of 
these blocks. (See [6, pp. 44 ff .] for a more detailed escription ofthese Greechie 
diagram representations.) Note that these representations areincidence structures 
with the atoms as points and the maximal Boolean sublattices a  blocks. 
If one takes the dual structure of the Greechie diagram G3*# the well-known 
Petersen graph is obtained. Figure 1 shows this as well as the original Greechie 
diagram of G3+ 
The generalizations of the Petersen graph G(n, k) as defined by Watkins [8] 
and Coxeter [2] are as follows. The points are uo, ul, . . . f u,__~ , VQt VI ) l ** 9 V n-l 
and the edges are [Ui, Ui+l], [Vi, Vi+k], and [ui, Vi] where all subscripts are modulo 
IC and 1 < 2k < n. These will be denoted ai, bi, and ci respectively. Note that the 
Petersen graph is @(5,2). The polygon generated by uo, ul, . . . , u,,_~ is called 
the outer rim of G(n, k). Each connected componen? of the subgraph generated 
by 210, ~1,. . .p Vn-I is called an inner I%. The edges [ui, Vi] are called spokes. If 
two lines x and y are adjacent we will write n adj y. Otherwise we write x ipcyy. 
The following is noted in [8]. 
I. G(n, k) has precisely (n, k) inner rims, each of which has length 
n&z, k), where (n, k) denotes the greatest common divisor of n and k. 
Combining the above remark with the well-known Atomistic Loop Lemma of 
Greechie [4] and results in [7], we have the following 
. W*(n, kg) is an QMP (respectively OML) if only if sr /(z, k) + 3 and 
n # 3 (respectively, k # 1 and n(n, k) # 3 or 4 and n # 3 or 4) 
As in [7p we see that Aut(G(n, k)) E Aut(G*(n, k)) s Aut(L(G*(n, k))). 
Combining the above results with those of kins, Craver and Prucht [g], we 
ave the following 
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Theorem 3. Let G(n, k) be such that L(G*(n, k)) is an OMP and let S’ denote the 
symmetric group on n elements. Then 
(1) Aut(L(G*(4, 1))) = S4 x S& 
Aut(L(G*@, 2))) = Ss, 
Aut(L(G*@, 3))) = (p, 6, a) where p8 = 9* = 03 = d, 
6pS := p-j, Q& = Q-‘, spa = p-l and ap4 = p”o_ 
Aut(L(@;(iii, 2))) = ( p, a), where pl” = o3 = (a~*)* 
z pQp-5o-l= 1. 
Aut(L(G*(lO, 3))) = Ss x &. 
Aut(L(G*(lZ, 5))) = (p, 6, o), where p’* = S* = 2 = P, 
6pS = p-l, 606 = 6, apes = p-l and op4 = p4a. 
Aut( L(C*(24,5))) = ( p, a), where Cap)” = C? = P and p40 = ap4. 
Now suppose L(G*(n, at)) is none of the above. 
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(2) .If k2 # =tl (mod n), then Aut(L(G*(n, k))) = (p, a)9 where p” = d2 = I 
and 6~6 = p-l. This is the dihedral group D,,. 
(3) If k2 = 1 (mod n), then Aut(L(G*(n, k))) = (p, & a), where p” = a2 = 
a2 = I, 6p6 = p-l9 a6 = So, and opa = pk. 
(4) If k2 = -1 (mod n), then Aut(L(G*(n, k))) = (p, a), where p” = a4 = I 
and opo” = pk. 
In every case, 0, is a subgroup of Aut(L(G*(n. k))). 
2. SW&8 on the genedizations of Ga2 
A state OIP an ortholattice or orthomodular poset L is defined as a map of L 
into the real unit interval [Q, 1) such that a(l) = 1 and &(a,, v aI) = a(ao) + cu(a,) 
for a0 I al. It is deterministic or dispersion free if U(X) E (0, 1) for all x E L. A set 
M of states is full if a s b is Gquivalent to cw(a) 6 cu(b) for cy in M. Note that 
because of the orthomodular identity cu(a) < cu(b) if a < b is aiways true in an 
OMP. 
Since L(G*(S, 2)) = G32 and since G32 does r?_ot admit a full set of states [l] it is 
natural to wonder which of the generalizations of G32 that are OMPS or OMLS 
admit a full set of states- This question will be answered in this section for k = 1, 
2, and 3. 
Lemma 4. A set of states % on an orthornodular poset L is full if and only if the 
following condition holds: x, y E L and x 4 y imply there exists du E S such that 
a(x) -I= er(y) > 1. 
Proof* Suppose there exist X, y such that x j_ y but ar(x) + a(y) 6 1. ar(x) + 
a!(y) 6 1 = cw(y vy’) = a(y) + cu(y’) since y L y’. Thus a$..) 6 cu(y”). However, 
x+y’sincex./.y. ThusSisnotfull. 
Conversely suppose S is not full but the condition holds. Then there exist X, y 
such that au(x) s a(y) but x # y. This says that x 4 y’ so that by the condition, 
a(x) + cu(y ‘) > 1 = a(y) + (u( y ‘). Thus ar(x) > a(y). This is a contradiction. El 
Lemma 5. Let G(n, k) be such that L(G*(n, k)) is an OMP. Then i(G*(n, k)) 
ac3miti a fill set of dispersion free states [f and only if- there exists a set E of edge 
numberings con@ting of and ones on G(n, k) VI+- rL- 
(1) Only one the edges incident with is numbered 
(2) For-any two edges are not adjacenr there an element of 
the &en edges are numbered 
k)) admits set states if only if set 
F edge *numberings of real numbers and one in~lIJ~i*~e _-----I” 
on G(n, k) with the following 
(1 ) e sum o&f the numberings on is one. 
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I (2 9 For any edges which are not adjacent here exists an element of F 
the sum of the numberings of the given edges is greater thag one. 
such that 
Proof. First observe that the condition a(x) + a(y)> 1 in Lemma 4 can be 
replaced by cw(x) = a(y) = 1 if the states are dispersion free. To define a state on 
L(G*(n, k)) it suffices to define the state values on the atoms. Finally observe 
that two distinct atoms are orthogonal if and only if they lie in the same block and 
that points in G(n, k) represent blocks in L(G*(n, k)) and lines in G(n, k) 
represent atoms in L(G *(n, k)). The result now follows from Lemma 4. 0 
Theorem 6. Let G(n, 1) be such that L(G*(n, 1)) is an 0MP. Then L(G*(n, 1)) 
admits a fill set of dispersion f’ree states if n is even. Conversely, if n is odd, then 
L(G*(n, 1)) does not admit a full set of states. 
Proof. First note that n 2 3 since 1 < 2k c n. 
In all edge numberings which follow note that Condition 1 of Lemma 5 is 
satisfied. 
Suppose that n is even. Before proceeding with indiviA,aal cases, for each 
n = 4,5,8, . . . we define n edge numberings on G(n, 1) as follows: For each 
i=O, l,...,n-ldefine 
ai = ai = ai(Ci+d 
= cyi(q+3) = l l l = ai(ci+n_l) = 1 and &i(x) = 0 
for all other edges. It can be shown that if aS NC,, then there exists ai sttch that 
ai = cUi(ct) = 1. It can also be shown *that if b, @c~ then there exists u”; such 
that ai = ai = 1. If n a 6 it is also true that there exists Cui such that 
ai = Cri(cg) = 1. (Note that C, &fct is always true for s # t.) 
n = 4. In addition to the ai’s defined above, we define the 9 edge numberings 
on G(4, 1) as follows. (From now on we will indicate only those edges which are 
numbered with a one with all other edges being understood to be numbered with 
zeroes.) 
For i = 0, 1, 2, 3 Befine pi by pi(ai) --$i(bi) s jSiiGi+z) =pi(bi+J = I. 
Define yi by ri(ai) = yi(ai+z) z yi(bi+,) = yi(bi+s) z i. 
..~efine 6 by Q(ci) = 1. 
It can be shown that Condition 2 of Lemma 5 is satisfied by the @i’s whenever 
a, ad% a, aw%+29 a, wV’~+Z~ and b, WG+Z- Condition 2 is satisfied by the 
$s for as fibs+* and a, mbS+ Finally, Condition 2 is satisfied by 6 for 
c, NC,. This shows that L(G*($, 1)) admits a full set of dispersion free states. 
n = 6. In addition to the ai’s defined above, we define the “18 edge numberings 
on G(5, I’) as follows. For each i =OP 1, . . . ,5 let &(ai) = &(ai+j) = @i(bi) = 
@i(bi+3) = pi(ci+z) = @i(ci+s) =1. Let yi(ai+zk = - i+zk+l) = 1 for all k = 0, 1, 2* 
Finally, let Si(ai+u, ) s(b ) 1forallk90y?2 = i i+-zk = = 5 ? l 
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Condition 2 of Lemma 5 is satisfied by the @i9S for a, ma,,,, b, t@b,+s, 
Qs iwbs, as dVs+3= 
Condition 2 is satisfied by the yi’s for a, fla,+z, a, flas+4, bs Mfbs+2, 
bs zdfbs+dr a, wffss,1, ad a, MV’~~+S= Finally, Condition 2 is satisfied by the 
cii’s for a, a4ybs+2, and a, Mb,,,+ Thus, L(C*(6, 1)) admits a full set of 
dispersion free states. 
n = 8. In addition to the Q;-'S, define the 24 edge numberings on G&l) as 
follows. For each i = 0, 1, . . . , 7 let &(ai+3k) =@i(bi+sk) = 1 for k = 0, I, 2. AISO 
Iet /Si(ci+z) =@i(ci+s) z 1. kt yi(ai+a) = yi(bi+zk+l) = 1 for k = 0, I,29 3. Finally, 
let ai(ai+a) = 6i(bi+a) = 1 for k = 0, 1,293. 
Condition 2 of Lemma 5 is satisfied by the pi’s for as @fat except = s + 4; 
& &j’& except r = s + 4; and a, &fbt except t - s+i, t=s+4, andt=s+7. 
Condition 2 is satisfied by the Yi’S for a, gdJ bs+l and a, &f bs+,. It is satisfied 
by the 6i’S for a, &j’as+4i a, &j’6,+4, and b, &fbs++ Thus, L(G*(8,1)) admits 
a full set of dispersion free states. 
n 2 10. (n even). In addition to the ai’s, define the 2n edge numberings on 
G(a, 1) as follows. For i = 0, 1, o . . , PC - 1 let ig,(ai) = &(ai+3) = @i(ai+,) = 
&(bi) = bi(bi+J) = )gi(bi+a) =Bi(Ci+J = @i(Ci+s) = 1 where k = 3, 4, . . l , a(n - 2). 
Also let yi(ai+& = yi(bi+a+l) =1, where k = 0, 1, . . . , $(n 2 2). 
Condition 2of Lemma 5 is satisfied by the @i’s for a, @‘a#, bs &j’bt, and for 
a, fib, except lwhen t = s + 1 and t = s + II - 1. It is satisfied by the yi’s for 
a, aWs+l and cl, @Vs+n-1. Thus, L(G*(n, 1)) admits a full set of dispersion 
free states when II is even. 
Conversely suppose n is odd and that Conditions 1’ and 2’ of Lemma 5 are 
satisfied by an edge numbering a. From Condition 1’ we have the n equa%ns 
e(ai) b- cU(ei+g) + a(ai+l) = 1 and the n equatioas 
m(bi! + a(ci+l) + a(bi+f) = 1 (i = 0, 1, . . . St2 - 1 and all 
subscripts are modulo n). From these quations it can be shown that 
= @o) + LY(b2&+1)* 
Since n is odd> the last of these equations imp!ies that &(a,) = a(bo) so’ that 
together they imply that a(ai) = agbi:j for all i = 0, i, . . . , n - I. 
From the above and Condition 2’, we have cu(ao) +cu(al) = cu(aQ) ‘+cu(b,) > 1. 
However, cu(ao) -o- a(q) + #(a,) = 1 and au@*) 2 0 imply that cu(ao) +&(a,) s 1. 
Thus, &(G*(n, 1)) does not admit a full set of states if n is odd. 
0ne can see from the proof of Theorem 6 that the notation becomes a ‘bit 
unwieldy. In view of the fact that there will be approximately 20separate cases to 
consider for the theorem involving k = 3, we describe the edge numberings on 
G(n, k) by means of 3 x n matrices as follows. For each fixed i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 
the first row will consist of the edge numberings on ai, ai+l , . . . , ai+n_l in that 
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order. In like manner the (j + 1)st element of the second row will be the 
numbering assigned to bi,i and the (j + 1)st element of the third row will be the 
numbering assigned to Ci+i for j = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. For exampie in G(n, 1) with n 
even and _n 2 10 (see Theorem 6). each Cui will be represented by the matrix 
Each pi will be represented by the matrix 
~,100100101010...10 
1 
i00100101010...10 
001001000000...00 I 
Each yi will be represented by the matrix 
i 
10 10 10 1 O...lO 
01010101...01 
0 0.0 0.0 0 0 O...Q 0 1 l 
It might be worth noting when working with dispersion free states, that if the 
number of ones assigned to, the outer rim (#s) or to the inner rims &‘s) is less 
than $n so that at least one of the spokes (c~‘s) gets a numbering of one, then if 
Condition 1 of Lemma 5 is satisfied it suffices to indicate the numberings on eitbcr 
the outer rims or the inner rims to uniquely determine’ the numberings for all 
other edges. However, it is hoped that the reader wili appreciate the redundancy 
of listing all three. rows of the matrices, for otherwise the, other two would have to 
be calculated at every stage of the following proof. This way one. ‘only has to 
check that Condition 1 of Lemma 5 is satisfied. The reader is invited to do W. 
Theorem 7. Let G(n, 2) be such that L(G*(n, 2)) is an OMP. Then L(G”(n, 2)) 
admits a full set of states $.F and only if n + 5. Furthermore, L(G*(n, 2)) admits a 
full set of states but dew n/qa admit a full set of d&w&cm frie states if and only if 
n =8. 
Proof. We consider cases noting that smaller values of n generally require a 
larger number of states. . 
n = 3 or 4. 1 < 2k c n is not Satisfied. 
n = 5. That L(G*(S, 2)) drJ. lot admit a full set of states has already been 
observed. 
n = 6. L(G*(6,2)) is not an OMP by Lemma 2. 
Before proceeding further with individual cases, for each n 3 7, we define n 
edge numberings on G(n, 2) as follows, 
Foreachi=O, l,...,n - 1 define ai by the matrix 
[ 
10100000...0 
11000000...0 . 
0000111 l...l 1 
It can be shown that if a, @j’ct, then there exists Cui such that ai = ai(C,S = 1. 
It can also be shown that if b, &j’ct, then there exists Caci such that ai = 
ai = 1 provided t + s + 1. If 
ai = cU,(Ct) = 1. (hXe that Cs 
n = 7. In addition to the ai’S 
pi on G(7,2) by the matrix 
0010101 
L 1 1001100. 0100000 
n 3 9 it is also true that there exists ai such that 
_ a~&, is always true for s # f.) 
defined above, we define the 7 edge numberings 
Finally define the single edge numbering y(Ci) = 1 and ~(a,) = y(bi) = 0 for 
i = 0, 1, . . . ,6. 
Now note that b, @j&. But &(b,) = 16,(c,+i) =1. If a, ma,, then there 
exists Jpi such that pi(as) = fii(Ut) = 1, If b, @j’b,, then there exists pi such that 
pi(bs) = pi(b,) = 1, NOW C, @Ct for all S # t but 4J(Cs) = y(C,) = 1. 
By Lemma 5, L(G*(7,2)) admits a full set of dispersion free states. 
n = 8. It is easy to show that if a! is any edge numbering on G(8,2) satisfying 
Conditions 1’ and 2’ of Lemma 5, then 1 < cu(uO) +(By s $. This is not quite 
stringent enough to force the non-existence of a full set of states. However, if 
cu(uO) E (0,l) and cy(u3) E (0, 1}, then the above inequality is not satisfied. Thus 
L(G*@, 2)) does not admit a full set of dispersion free states. That it does admit 
a full set of states can be shown as follows. 
Let the ai’s be defined as before. For each i = 0, 1, . . . ,7, let & be defined by 
the matrix 
[;;;;;;;;I. 
Let y(Ci) = 1 and y(ui) = y(bi) = 0 fyr i = 0, 1, . . . ,7. 
It can be shown that the conditions of Lemma 5 are satisfied by the pi’s if 
and where k = 1, 2, 3. The y’s take care of 
+3, a, &j&+5, and b, c,+~ can be taken care of by 
ht edge numberings as 
T&;-q 1 
JL%LC==“, I) . . . ,7. Define iii by 
log4o$g 
Ol$QO$l 
SOiOj@ 
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Thus Conditions 1’ and 2’ of Lemma 5 are satisfied and L(G *(g, 2)) admits a
fuDS se’; of states 
n=9. Foreachi=(P,l,...,8define&by 
[;;~~;;~~~I. 
Also for each i = 0, 1, . . . , 8 define yi by 
[;;:;;;;;;I. 
It can be seen that Condition 1 of Lemma 5 is satisfied by these 27 edge 
numberings (including the Cui’S) and that Condition 2 is satisfied with the ai’s 
taking care of the cases indicated earlier; the pi’s taking care of a, &j&, 
6, &j&, aS Mb,; and the yi’s taking care of b, mcS,+ 
~40. Foreachi=0,1,...,9define/3iby 
[ 
00P0010101 
1’001001100. 
0100100000 1 
Foreachi=0,1,...,9definey:by 
[ 
1010010100 1 1100011000. 0000100001J 
Then Conditions 1and 2 of Lemma 5 hold with the Cui'S taking care of the cases 
indicated earlier; the pi’s taking care of a, mat, as fib,, & &&+I, bS flgc 
except c= s + 5; and the Yi’S taking care of b, m&+5. 
n=l2. Foreachi=O,l,...,lldefine&by 
[ 
001001001001 
100100100100. 
010020010010 1 
For each i = 0, 1, . . s , 11 deli& J’i by 
[ 
101010101010 
110011001100. 000000000000 1 
Finaaiy for each i = 0, 1, . . . , 11 define 6i by 
101001010000 
110001100000 
008010000111 
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It can be checked tb &at Lemma 5 is satisfied with the q’s used as before and the 
pii’s taking care of b, @b,+e, U, a@&+,, b, &j’cS+i; the Yi’S taking care of 
~8~ adj&+2k, b, mbt except for t = s + 6; a@d the 6,‘s taking care of a, &Ju~+~, 
n=l3. Foreachi=0,1,...,12define/3tiby 
1010101010100 
1100110011~00. 
00000000000~1 1 
For each i = 0, 1, . . . ,12 define by yi 
0010010010101 1 1001001001100. 10 10 10 0 0, 
The Conditions of Lemma 5 are satisfied with the ai’S used as before and the 
&s taking care of a, mb,; b, adj&; a, &j’t+; and the Yi’S taking care of 
bS M!rCs+l= 
~2~16. Foreachi=0,1S...,15define/3iby 
0010010010010101- 
1001001001001100. 
01003.00100100000~ 
For each r’ = 0, 1, . . . ,15 define yi by 
! 
101~101010101010 
1100110011001100. 
0000000000~00000 I 
It can be seen that the conditions of Lemma 5 hold with ai’S used as before and 
the &s taking t:~c of a, &j%,, b, &fb,, b, @c,+~, b, &j’bt except for 
t =: s + 3k + 2 with k = I, 2,3; a:id the ‘yi’s taking car of I?; @J!J~+~~+~ with 
k = 1,2,3. 
Because they piq a special role in the definition of the pi’s for the general 
cases, we will define the following submatrices: 
Nowletn=4p+3forpa2. Fori=O, l,...,n-ldefine~ibythematrix 
Fori=O,l,...,n- ldefine/&by(AABB...B), 
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Let n=4;Q+l for ~24. For i=QJ,...,n-i define /Yi by 
(AAABB. o. B), where B appears p - 2 times. 
Letn=4pforp>,5.Fori=O,l,...,n-ldo,fineBiby(AAAABB...B), 
where B appears p - 3 &KS. 
For the last four generaI cases, it can be seen that the conditions of Lemma 5 
are satisfied with the ai’s taking care of the cases indicated earlier and the &‘s 
taking care of aS flat, b, &j&, a, w6, and b, mc,,,. This proves the 
theorem. Cl 
‘I’heoreu~ 8. Let G(n, 3) be such that L(G*(n, 3)) is an OMP. Then L(G*(n, 3)) 
admits a full set of dispersion free states for all n. 
Proof’. First note that ?t 3 7 since 1 < 2k c n. 
Before proceeding with individual cases, for each n 37 we define n edge 
numberings on G(n, 3) by the matrices described above as follows. 
For each i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 define Cui by the matrix 
100100000...0 
110000000...0 . 
001001111...1 1 
It can be shown that if b, a&j&. then there exists &j such that q(b,) = a;-(q) = 1. 
If n 2 8 it can be shown that there exists ai such that q(aJ = E&J = 1 whenever 
a, &j’ct and that there exists q such that q(!zJ = a&J = 1. (Note it is always 
true that c, a&J&.) 
We now consider individua! cases in ascending order. It may be well to note 
that some values of n appear to be absent as we progress through the proof. 
These are merely part of the general cases which will be considered near the end 
of the proof. 
n = 7. In addition to the q’s defined above define the a edge numberings pi by 
the m%-ix 
19101001 
1110000. 
I 0000086, 
Also define the single edge numbering y by y&j = 1 for k = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. 
Condition 2 of Lemma 5 is satisfied by the ari’s for aS 
for bS &j’c, as indicated above. Condition 2 is satisfie 
for a, &j’b,, for &Q @j%? and for a, c~+~. Finally, y takes care of 
since every cc& has edge numbering one. By Lemma 5, L(G*(?, 3)) admits a fuli 
set of dispersion free states. 
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II = 8. In addition to the Cui’S define the II edge numberings pi by 
[i;;iz;;;], 
and the n edge numberings yi by 
[HE%ggg%g]. 
Condition 2 of Lemma 5 is satisfied by the @i’s for cr, &J?J~ unless t = s + 3 or 
t = s + 5, for b, Mb, unless t = s + 4, and for lu, &j’bt unless t = s + 3. Condition 
2 is satisfied by the ai’S for a, &j&+3 and aS #‘a,,5 and by the Yi’S for 
bS @bS+4 and a, z@j’bS+3. Thus, L(G*(& 3)) admits a full set of dispersion free 
states. (Reca% that a, @J’c~, b, @&, and c, #‘c~ are taken care of by the ai’S as 
indicated earler.) 
n = 9. L(G*(9,3)) is not an OMP by Lemma 2. 
n = 10. Define the n edge numberings pi by 
[ 
0010101001 
1010101000, 
0100000010 I 
the n edge numberings Yi by 
~1010100000’ 
1 0000001l.11 
and the n edge numberings Si by 
1001010010 
1100011~00. 
0010000100 I 
Condition 2 of Lemma 5 is satisfied by the @i’s for a, &j’q; for b, Mb, unless 
t-H-1, t=s+S, or t=s unless t = s + 9. Condition 2 is 
satisfied by the yi’s for bS +9* and for a, flbS ++ Finally, 
Condition 2 is satisfied by the ai’s for bS ;w&+!,, Thus, L(G*(lO, 3)) admits a 
full set of dispersion free states. 
ill now be observed that from point on, each of the pi’s defined will 
Condition 2 of Lemma 5 for a, ,, for b, fl bc, and for a, &J’b, except 
case n = ill have to be defined differently frorr 
case to case until general cases). us, WC will merely define 
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the /&‘s for each of the remaining cases and leave it up to the reader to check that 
tindition 2 is satisfied by the q’s and &‘s as indicated. 
Because they play a special role in ?he definition of the pi’s, we will define the 
following submatrices. 
where ach row of Ck consists of exactly x& entries. 
n = 11. Define the /&‘s by (A B). 
n z= 12. Define the pi’s by (A B C,). 
n = 13. Define the pi’s by (A B C2). 
n = 14. Define the &‘s by (A B C3). 
II = 15. Define the /$‘s by (A B Cd). 
n = 16. Define the pi’s by (A A B) and the yi’s by 
1010101010101010 
1010101010101010 ‘ 0000000000000000 1 
This time we notice that the Isi’S do not satisfy Condition 2 of Lemma 5 for 
65 w?vs+8= This problem is taken care of by the yi’s. (It might be worth noting 
that it does not work to define the j$‘s by (A B Cs). 
n = 18. Define the pi’s by (A A B Cz). 
n = 19. Define the @i’s by (A is B (22). 
n = 20. Define the fli’S by (A E B C,). 
n = 21. Define the @i’s by (A B B Cd). 
n = 24. Define the pi’s by (A -4 B B Cz). 
n = 25. Define the pi’s by (A A B B C3). 
n = 26. Define the pi’s by (A A B B Cd). 
n = 30. Define the @i’s by (A A B B B CJ. 
n = 31. Define the $ii’S by (A A I3 B it8 C3j. 
n = 36. Define the pi’s by (A A B B B B Cz). 
n=6p+S, for p 3 2, Define the ,6i’S by (A B B . . . B), where B appears p 
times. 
n = 6p + 4 for g 3 3. Define the &‘s by (A A B B. . . B), where B appears 
p - 1 times. 
n=6p+3 for p 2 4. Define the @ii’S by (A A A B 13. . S), vvhere B appears 
p - 2 times. 
n=Bp+2kxp 2 5. Define the @i’s by (A A A A B B . . . B), where B appears 
p - 3 times. 
n=6p+l for ~36. Define the pi’s by (AAAAAB 
appears p - 4 times. 
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n = 5p for p 3 7. Define the @i’s by (A A A A A A B B . . . B), where B appears 
p - 5 times. 
This takes care of all possible cases and the theorem is proved. U 
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